
Warehouse Solutions

SEE IT IN ACTION: Picking

CURRENT SITUATION

As the industry changes, SKU counts grow, and e-commerce evolves — your old 

warehouse picking processes just can’t keep up. Workers are falling behind 

trying to maintain accuracy under increasing demands. Your workforce needs 

digital solutions to manage daily challenges.

Without a defined route to an item, on-the-spot product verification methods, or a consistently updated 

inventory, your picking process can’t reach its full potential.

“How can I streamline the picking process?”

Mis-picks are an expensive and avoidable warehouse mistake. Miscommunication can cause the wrong 

product to get delivered to the customer; causing a costly return process and a less than exceptional 

customer experience.

“How can I avoid mis-picks?”

Picking is one of the areas of operations that can easily disrupt the entire system if attention to detail is 

abandoned for the sake of speed. Your workforce can waste time and jeopardize accuracy by having to 

read, and re-read, important information from inferior devices.

“How can I speed up the picking process?”

MEETING THE CHALLENGE

Small and growing warehouses like yours are using digital picking solutions to 

speed up the picking process without compromising accuracy.

Mobile devices can streamline operations by giving your workforce the tools they need to find the best 

routes around the warehouse and update inventory information on the fly.

Simplified steps

Workforces that utilize speech-directed wearable solutions have accuracy rates of up to 99.8%. Voice-direct-

ed picking and hands-free scanning combine to make a powerhouse of a digital solution that shaves 

seconds off of task completion time, without sacrificing accuracy.

Speech-directed solutions

Quality, hands-free, mobile devices empower workers to navigate through the picking process faster and 

get it right the first time to keep your system moving quickly, and in the right direction.

Navigate faster
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FUTURE-READY WAREHOUSE SOLUTIONS

Zebra’s purpose-built technology can advance your warehouse with a digital boost, whether used alone or as a part 

of the complete Zebra solution ecosystem.

Ensure a steady flow of picking operations from the back of the warehouse to the loading dock 

with the lightweight ZQ600 Series Mobile Printer. Its innovative design features more battery 

capacity for less downtime, dependable wireless connectivity, and a large color display detailed 

with status icons that drive ease-of-use to take the guesswork out of the equation. Demand is 

managed easily all through one device with the versatile Android handheld computer, the 

MC3300 Series. The reliable ZT610 Industrial Printer is our next-generation workhorse with the 

durability and power to scale your success today and for years to come. Drive picking productivity 

to new heights with uncompromising performance even in the most challenging working 

conditions with the DS3600 Series Rugged Scanner. Manage your process virtually anywhere 

with the L10 Rugged Tablet and its choice models that cater to your needs.
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HOW YOU’LL BENEFIT

Zebra’s digital solutions will automate your picking process to help your business succeed through it all.

Efficiency Customer SatisfactionAccuracy Profit

With a digital WSM, your workforce can reach new 

potential. Easily track inventory, schedule shipments, 

optimize supply and demand chains, and more with 

an updated system.

Warehouse Management System (WMS)

You can count on the Zebra experts for the best 

service, support, and repair. We offer assistance in 17 

languages, around the world.

Zebra OneCare®

Get the most out of your solution investments with 

high-quality authentic Zebra-made supplies, 

purpose-built for Zebra devices.

Zebra Certified Supplies
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